Natural Woven Shade
ROLLER STYLE
ROLLER STYLE

Architecturally simple, the contemporary rollershade style is both beautiful and highly functional. Rolls up for a minimalistic profile at the top of a window, or can be concealed within a valance or soffit structure.

SHADE OPERATION

- Fabric rolls onto a heavy-duty aluminum tube. Diameter of tube based on weave selection and size of shade
- Clutch color coordinated to fabric unless otherwise specified
- Mounting brackets coordinate with clutch unless otherwise specified. If available, covers will match clutch color on outside mount shades
- Control loop approximately 75% the length of the shade. Other lengths available

SHADE DETAILS

- Shade fabric falls from rear of tube closest to window. Reverse roll available
- Shade fabric measures 1¼"-1¾" narrower than specified width to accommodate clutch, idle pin and brackets, see inside mount gaps
- Bead Chain color coordinated to shade fabric unless otherwise specified, Metal Ball Chain available

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

- Widths available up to 180"W. Refer to Weave Detail in the Price List
- For window casement depth requirements
- Shades with lengths over three times the width are not recommended as they may track unevenly
- Not available with liner fabric or edge binding upgrades
- To cover light gaps on top of window, we recommend a Structured Valance or Curved Cassette System
- For additional sun or privacy controls, consider an Extra Density Weaving upgrade or a Dual Shade upgrade
- If specified without Top Treatment, consider Ultra Clutch upgrade for a distinct expression